Abstract-Medard, Finn, Barry and Gallager proposed an elegant recovery scheme (known as the MFBG scheme) using redundant trees. Xue, Chen and Thulasiraman extended the MFBG scheme and introduced the concept of quality of protection (QoP) as a metric of multifailure recovery capabilities for single failure recovery schemes. In this paper, we present three linear time algorithms for constructing redundant trees for single link failure recovery in 2-edge connected graphs and for single node failure recovery in 2-connected graphs.
stor:!tion. In [8] , [SI. [lo] , the authors extended the multiuee scheme by creating preplanned redundant trees on arbitrary rtode-redundant or link-redundant networks. The authors of [751 introduced the concept of Path-Based Spanner and present two linear time algorithms for computing preplanned redundant trees. In [231, [241, the authors introduced the concepr of Qualie of Protection (QoP) and QisnliF of Service @OS) of redundant trees and provided several heuristics to achieve better recovery performances. Those schemes are applicablc to IP, WDM. SONET and ATM to provide protection and restoration from link or node failure 1111, [131. [171, [181, U91. In [9] . Medard. Finn, Barry and Gallager presented an elegant scheme to construct two directed spanning trees from a root s in such a fashion that the failure of any node or edge in the graph (other than the root node) leaves each vertex connected to the ruot by at least one of the directed trees, provided chat the network is 2-edge connected or 2-connected.
They named one of the trees the blue rree and the other the red tree. We will use T B to denote the blue tree and use T R to denote ihe red tree.
The concept of blue/red trees is illustrated in Figure 1 . The research of Guoliang Xue, Weiyi Zhang, Jian Tang was supported in part by NSF grants ANZ-0312635 and CCF-0431 167, ARO grant DAAD19-00-1-0377 and W911NF-04-1-0385, and a seed grant from CEINT. The research of Krishnaiyan Thulasiraman was supported in part by NSF grant ANI-0312435.
Before any hilure, every node in the network is reachable via both the Hue tree and the red tree. If a single link failure occurs. say at link [1, 2] , nodes 3, 4, 5 are no longer connected to tile root node 1 via T B . However, they are still connected to the root node via T R . Similarly, if a single node failure happens, say at node 2. none of the remaining nodes is connected to the root node via T B . They are, however, still connected to the root node via T R . The pair of trees T B and T R enables fast recovery from single link or node failure using automatic protection switching.
In 191. !he authors showed that for any 2-connected (2-dge connecled) graph, there exists a pair of recovery frees which provide fast recovery from single node (edge) failure. They atso presented O( n') time algorithms for computing such a pair of blue/red trees T B and T R for any 2-vertex or 2-edge connected graph, where n is the number of nodes in the network. In 1251, Xue et al. extended the norion of redundant recovery trees to connected graphs. They also presented two linear time algorithms to construct a pair of bluehed trees based on depth first search (DFS).
In [23] ( 4 , l ) and ( 5 , l ) are acceptable back edges. Other back edges, such as edge ( 6 : 3 ) , are not acceptable back edges. Among all acceptable back edges, only ( 5 , l ) is a maximal back edge. ( 3 , l ) is not a maximal back edge because from node 3, we can follow the tree edges (3: 4), (4, 5) and back edge ( 5 , l ) to a node on T R and T B . SimiIarly, ( 4 , l f is not a maximal back edge either.
It is worthy of noting that the concepts of acceptable back edge and maximal back edge rely on the current T B and T R (under construction). It is possible that a back edge which is not an acceptable back edge at present, but will become an acceptable back edge later. For example, if node 3 had been added into the current T B and T R , then back edges (6,3) and (8,3) will become acceprable back edges, and (8,3) will become a maximal back edge.
Our algorithm for computing a pair of blue/red trees with enhanced QoP is presented in Algorithm 2. 
PROOF. In
Step-3, we mark node w only if it is not marked.
Therefore a node will not be marked more than once. On the other hand, each node in G will be marked at least once. To show this, assume that node ' 1~ i s not marked after running 
Algorithm 2. This means that it is impossible to go from node U to one of its marked ancestors by going through a sequence of tree edges followed by an optional back edge. For otherwise U will be marked in Step-3.
We have two cases here:
1) It is impossible to go from U to one of its ancestors via a sequence of tree edges followed by an optional back edge.
2) It is possible to go from ' LI to one of its ancestors via a sequence of tree edges followed by an optional back edge, but impossible to go from U to one of its marked ancestors via a sequence of tree edges followed by an optional back edge.
If the first case occursI we conclude that the graph is not Step-l of the algorithm constructs the DFS tree and computes corresponding information in O(n?. -t R) time. Step2 only needs constant time to mark root s and add it into T B and TR. Since we have proved in Lemma 2.1 that each node will be marked exactly once in the While loop, and each edge will be checked at most twice. Thus finding a new path (cycle) to be inserted only needs O(m $-n ) time in Step-3. Furthermore, when an acceptable back edge ( . , t u ) is found, a new path (cycle) needs to be added into the T B and T R . From node w, node 21 will be added into the new path (cycle) through the acceptable back edge. Then we add U ' S parent node parent[u.] into the path (cycle) if pare,n.t [u] is not in the current recovery trees. We repeat adding new nodes into the path (cycle) until some node's parent node 7) is already on T B and TR. Now a new path (cycle) is found and we prow the recovery trees and assign voltages to each newly added node. Because each node will be inserted into the recovery trees only oace, and each edge will only be added to T E and T R Figure 2 . Node 1 is the root node. In
Step-1, we construct the DFS tree, which is shown in Figure 2 . In Step& we mark node 1 and insert it into T B and T R . In Step-3. we check all adjacent nodes of node 1: and find that there are 3 incoming back edges (3: 1): ( 4 , l ) and (5, I). While processing back edge (3: l), we find that node 3 is not marked yet. So we mark it and push it onto slack temp-free. Then node 2, being 3's parent node. will he marked and pushed onto terizp-rree. Since node 2's parent node 1 has been marked, we stop marking nodes and pop nodes 2 and 3 from rerrep-tree and insert them into queue riiarkedaodes in that order. Next, back edges (4: 1) and (5, 1) will be processed and nodes 4 and 5 will be marked and inserted into nzui'X-eclnodes. At this point, the nodes in waafkednodes are 2: 3,4; 5 Next we will process node 2. It has neither incoming back edges nor outgoing back edges incident with it. Therefore it will be skipped and node 3 is processed, which has an outgoing acceplable back edge (3: 1) going back to the current T B and T R . Now a new cycle needs to be added. From node I . node 3 is added into the new cycle through the acceptable back edge. Then node 2, as node 3's parent node, will be added. The parent node of node 2 is node 1, which is already on the current T B and T R . Thus we get the first cycle ( l , 2 , 3 ! 1). We insert nodes 3: 3 into the recovery trees, add edges (1, 2) and ( 2 , 3 ) to TB, (1,3) and (3:2) to T R , and assign a voltage to each newly added node according to the voltage rule 191. Meanwhile, node 3 has incoming back edges (6:3), (8,3) incident with it. So nodes 6 : 7 , S will be marked and inserted into marked-nodes. By now we have finished the operations on node 3. The next node dequeued from nrarked-nodes is 4, and it has an outgoing acceptable back edge ( 4 , l ) incident with it. A new path starting from node 1 needs to be added. Node 4 will be added into the new path from node 1 through the acceptable back edge. Node 4's parent node 3 is on the current T B and T R . Thus we get a path (1,4::3). We insert node 4 to the current recovery trees, and add (1:4) to TB, (3, 4) to T R . Then we assign a voltage to node 4, Following Lhis way, we can construct T R and T B as shown in Figure 3 , where solid blue edges are on T B and dashed red edges are on T R .
B. Rediindant lrees with enhunced QoS
We also consider cost as the primal criterion of Quality of Service and deal with single link or single node failure in a 2-edge or 2-vertex connected graph G. We assume that each link in G has the same constant cost, and the total cost of a pair of redundant trees is the summation of the costs of all links on T" and T R . In this section, we will present two algorithms for constructing a pair of single link and single node recovery trees with low total cost in case of single link failure and single node failure, respectively. PROOF. After each node U is marked, it will be appended into the queue tmrked-nodes and added to the current T B and T R . Therefore, when node U is dequeued from markedmdes, it is already on the current T B and T". Therefore, the incoming back edge (tu, U ) is an acceptable back edge. We need to check whether it is a maximal buck edge. To check this, we need to see the lowpoint numbers of all children of node 20. If none of them can go back to the current T B and XR through several tree edges followed by an optional back edge, we know that ( w ,~) is a inaxitma1 back edge. Otherwise, we record node w to be a visited node and will not check it again. The reaon is that since w has a child which can go back to the current T B and T R by following several tree edges and a back edge, node w will not have any maxinral back edge incident with it no matter how the recovery trees are grown. Therefore w does not need to be checked again. In addition, all of w's children will also be checked only once because they must all be w's children in this DFS tree, Therefore, Algorithm 3 needs only O(n) time to check all maximal back edges in G because each node will be checked at most once. PROOF, If a node is marked, it will be inserted to the current TB and T R in S t e p 3 and will not be marked again. For each node U which is unmarked, if it has an outgoing maximal back edge connecting to some node w on the current T B and TR, then it will be marked and inserted into T B and TR.
I)
Otherwise, node U will be recorded as a visited node, and cannot trigger a process of adding nodes to T B and T R . However, as long as the graph G is 2-edge connected, U must have a child that can go back to the current T B and T R , and there exist path(,s) that are formed by several tree edges followed by a back edge connecting U to some node record it as visited; on the current T B and T R . From those paths, we can find one path which is composed of several tree edges followed by a maximal back edge. Assume this maximal back edge is ( w , t ) , where node w is a descendant of node U and node t is on the current T B and T". Since node t is marked, when it is dequeued, node w will be checked and a new palh (cycle) from w's nearest ancestor w being on the the current T B and T R to node t will be added into T B and T R . As an ancestor of node w, and being not on T B and T R , node U must be on this path (cycle), and be marked and inserted into T B and TR. Thus any node in G will be marked and inserted into the Figure 2 . Node 1 is the root node. In
Step-1, we construct the DFS tree, which is shown in Figure 2 . In Step2, we mark node 1 and insert it into T B and T R . In Step_%, we first check all adjacent nodes 3: 3: 4,5 of node 1. None of them is marked or visited. We add all the nodes on this cycle to the current T B and T R . We add the edges (1,2), (2, 3) , (3,4), (4, 5) to T B , and add the edges (1, 5) , ( 5 , 4 ) , ( 4 , 3 ) , (3: 2) to T R . A voltage will be assigned to each node on T B and T R according to the voltage rule [9] . Nodes 2: 3 , 4 , 5 will be marked and added into the queue marked-nodes in that order. Then node 2 is the next node dequeued from markedaodes. It has no back edge incident with it and will be skipped. Next we dequeue the marked node 3. It has unmarked adjacent nodes 6 and 8. (8,3) is an incoming maximal back edge. So nodes 6,7: 8 will be marked and inserted into markednodes, and a new path (3, 8, 7, 6, 5) will be added. We insert nodes 6 , 7 , 8 into the current T B and TR, add edges (3, 8) , (8, 7) , (7, 6) to T B , add the (5,6), (6, 7): (7, 8) to T R . Similarly, A voltage will be assigned to each node on T B and T R according to the voltage rule. Continuing in this way, we can construct T R and T B as shown in Figure 4 .
2) Redundant trees for 2-vertex connected graph: Now we focus on the node failure case. Algorithm 
is also on the ciirrent T B and T n wirh
PROOF. It is obvious that each node in G can go back to the current T B and T R by tree edges and an optional back edge in a 2-connected graph. Let us assume that node U can go back to some node w which is on the current T B and T R .
, then node U must be an articulution node in the graph [2 11. But in a 2-vertex connected graph, there is no articulation node. So the first case is impossible;
We assume that node w is an ancestor of node U. and is on the current T B and T R .
cannot be on the current T B and T R because we know that v is the nearest ancestor of node U on the current T E and TR. This is a contrabction. Hence this case is also impossible.
L[u] cannot be larger than I?[.].
Therefore. node U can go back to a node w which is an ancestor of node 0 Lemma 2.5: In Algorithm 4, each marked node U must be on the current T B and T R when it is popped from stack marked-nodes. PROOF. In Step-4, root node s is the first marked node, and it is on TB and T R as well. From this node, several unmarked nodes will be marked until a maximal back edge is found. Then all the newly marked nodes will be added into the current T B and T R in Step-4. Next. another marked node (which i s already on the current recovery trees) will be popped and some unmarked nodes will be marked and added into the current T B and T R . Following this way, each time we start to mark some new nodes, the old marked nodes have been pushed onto stack markedaodes, and added into the current TB and T R . Therefore, every time when a marked node U is popped from markednodes to slart marking some new nodes, .EI. is already PROOF. For each node in graph G, it will be marked only if it has not been marked. So each node will not be marked and also on the current XB and T R .
on the current T B and TR. So all nodes will be marked since G is connected. Thus each node will be marked at least once. Therefore, each node in the graph will be marked exactly once.
In
Step-4. Algorithm 4 will terminate when all marked nodes have been processed. Since all nodes in graph will be marked, all nodes have been processed when the algorithm terminates.
Algorithm 4 grows TB and T R gradually by finding a path connecting a node U to another node t (or U = t = root node s in case that a cycle is found). Both nodes are on the current recovery trees. Some nodes on this path (cycle) which are not on the recovery trees yet will be added to the current T B and TR. From Lemma 2.5 we know that the popped marked node U is node w's nearest ancestor in the current recovery trees. In the proof of Lemma 2.4, we showed that there always exists a node t on the current recovery trees such that there is a new path (t # U ) or a new cycIe (f = U = B) connecting node i and node U via some nodes which are not on the current recovery trees. So each time when a marked node is processed, at least one new node will be added into the current T B and T R with the assignment of the voltages. The voltage rule guarantees the correctness of the algorithm [9] .
When the algorithm terminates, all marked nodes (all nodes in the graph) have been processed, and all nodes in G will be on the constructed TB and T R . These recovery trees can survive a singe node (except root node 8) failure.
Step-1. we need O(m + n ) time to construct the DFS tree and the corresponding information. In
Step-2, for each node, we sort its child nodes. Thus each node a will be sorted exactly once in this step because U has only one parent node in the DFS tree. We use bucket sort to perform sorting in linear time. Step3 only takes constant time. In
Step-4, In (*) and (**), for node tu, only its oldest child needs to be checked. Thus, we only need to check each node exactly once before marking it or inserting it to the current recovery trees.
Consequently, we can finish
Step-4 in linear time as well. All in all, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O ( m + n). D Let us illustrate Algorithm 4 with the sample network shown in Figure 5 . Node 1 is the root node. In Step-1, we construct the DFS tree. which is shown in Figure 5 . The solid edges in the graph are the tree edges, and dashed edges are the back edges. In Step2 we mark node 1 and insert it to the current T B and T R . In Step-3, we check the child node of node 1, which is node 2. Since node 3's oldest child 3 can go back to the current T B and T R by severa1 tree edges and a back edge, we mark node 2, push it onto markednodes. Its oldest child, node 3 will be checked. Node 3's oldest child is node 4, which has lowpoint number L[4] = 1. Thus we do not use link (3.1) in the recovery trees since it is not a maximal back edge. We mark node 3. and push it onto inorked-nodes. Node 4 will be checked now, Similarly, node 4 will be marked and its oldest child node 5 IS to be checked. We find 5's oldest child 6 can only go back by several tree edges and a back edge as far as to node 2, which is not on the current T B and TR. Therefore we know the back edge ( 5 , l ) is a maximal back edge, and we need to add an cycle to the current TB and T" at this time. The nodes on cycle (1.2,3,4,5,1) will be added into T B and T". Edges (1,3), (2, 3), (3.4). (4,s) will be added into T B , and edges (1,5). (5: 4), (4,3), (3,2) will be added into T". Each node will be assigned a voltage according to the voltage rule [9] . Then we pop node 5, and its child node 6 will be checked. Node 6's oldest child node 7 has lowpoint number 2, which is on the current T B and T R . So we mark node 6, and push it onto murkednodes. Its oldest child node 7 is the next node to be checked. Node 7 has 2 children, node 8 and node 12. Node 8 is the oldest child. and its lowpoint number is 2, Thus node 7 will be marked and pushed onto markednorks. Next node 8, being node 7's oldest child, is to be checked. It will be marked and pushed onto marktilnodes because its oldest child node 9 has an incident outgoing back edge connecting to node 2. When we check the node 9, we find that its oldest child 10 cannot go back to current T B and T R by tree edges followed by a back edge, so we need to add aIl nodes on the path (5, 6 , 7 , 8,9 ; 2 ) to the current TU and 7'". We can add edges (2,9): (9: 8); (8: 7): (7,C;) to T B , add edges (5,6): ( 6 : 7), (7> 8 ) , (8, 9) to Y R with assignment of voltage to each node on the path. Following this way, we can construct T R and T B in Figure 6 . The solid blue edges represent the edges on T B , and the dashed red edges are T R edges. 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULT
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms, we implemented all the algorithms and iested them on randomly generated input data. A C++ class library, LEDA [7] is used in all of our implementations. We have used .io, 100 and 300 as the number of nodes in the networks. For each value of n., we have used 3n and nlogn as the number of links. Therefore. there are six node-link combinations. For each given size (given by the node-link combination), we randomly generate 100 2-connected graphs (for node recovery) or 2-edge connected graphs (for link recovery). .!?ad? e n p in the iahles reported is the average over 100 rim, We use RedBlueE(RedB1ueV) to denote the algorithms in [91 for edge (node) recovery. where the paths and cycles are computed without any of the QoP or QoS considerations. 
XV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented three linear time algorithms for computing a pair of redundant trees that can be used for single linWnode failure recovery. Our algorithms not only are the fastest possible, but also have excellent performance in terms of either quality of protection or quality of service. In particular, the running times of our algorithms are O ( d ) times faster than that proposed in [24] .
Many recovery schemes for recovery from single failure are proposed. Many of those schemes, although originally designed for guaranteed single failure recovery, can also provide recovery from multiple failures, provided that the failures satisfy certain patterns. We intend to continue Lo work along this line. We will also extend the redundant tree approach to provide guaranteed recovery from multiple failures [ 2 ] , [ 
